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istic ranges for surface concentration were found to be 0.26–4.58 km−1 and averaged at
0.93 km−1 for aerosol extinction, 0.49 to 35.2 ppb and averaged at 4.57 ppb for NO2 and
0.03 to 7.38 ppb and averaged at 1.05 ppb for HONO. Moreover, vertical profiles of aerosol,
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NO2 and HONO were retrieved from MAX-DOAS measurements using the Heidelberg Pro-

MAX-DOAS

file (HEIPRO) algorithm. By analysing the vertical gradients of pollutants and meteorological

Verticle distribution

information, we found that aerosol and HONO are strongly localised, while NO2 is mainly

HONO

transmitted from the north direction (city center direction). Nitrogen oxides such as HONO

Hydroxyl radical

and NO2 are important for the production of hydroxyl radical (OH) and oxidative capacity

Secondary source

in the troposphere. In this study, the averaged value of OH production rate from HONO is
about 0.63 ppb/hr and maximum value of ratio between OH production from HONO and from
(HONO+O3 ) is > 93% before12:00 in Leshan. In addition, combustion emission contributes
to 26% for the source of HONO in Leshan, and we found that more NO2 being converted
to HONO under the conditions with high aerosol extinction coefficient and high relative
humidity is also a dominant factor for the secondary produce of HONO.
© 2021 The Research Center for Eco-Environmental Sciences, Chinese Academy of
Sciences. Published by Elsevier B.V.

Introduction
Air pollution has become one of major environmental problems especially in China. This problem not only affects the
ecological environment but also seriously endangers human
health (Tang et al., 2017; Yin et al., 2019). This makes the oxidation chemistry underpinning air pollution processes a priority for atmospheric scientists. The hydroxyl radical (OH)
primarily represents oxidative capacity of the atmosphere
(Crutzen and Zimmermann, 1991). In early studies, the photolysis of nitrous acid (HONO) and O3 have been proved to be
two important sources of OH through reactions R1 – R3 (Alicke,
2003; Kleffmann et al., 2005; Elshorbany et al., 2009; Li et al.,
2018).
 
O3 + hν → O 1 D + O2 (λ < 320 nm )
 
O 1 D + H2 O → 2OH

(R2)

HONO + hν → OH + NO (300 nm < λ < 405 nm )

(R3)

(R1)

HONO usually serves as the main OH source in the first
2–3 hr after sunrise, and the production of OH from the photolysis of O3 and formaldehyde (HCHO) is relatively low at
this time (Czader et al., 2012). Field observation and simulation studies also revealed that HONO photolysis could
contribute an average of 25%–50% to the total daily OH in
the troposphere (Kleffmann et al., 2005; Acker et al., 2006;
Su et al., 2008; Sörgel et al., 2011). In addition, 50% of OH produced during daytime was from HONO photolysis in New York
(Ren et al., 2003), and HONO photolysis contributed to over
90% of OH budget around 12:00–13:00 during wintertime in
Beijing (Hendrick et al., 2014). Meanwhile, HONO could exert
an indirect influence on global and regional climate due to its
oxidative characteristics (Duplissy et al., 2008; An et al., 2013;
Zhou et al., 2013).
The source of HONO is an important research topic. Direct emission from combustion engines is considered to be its
primary source. Its secondary sources are mainly from daytime homogeneous reaction R4–R6 (Kleffmann et al., 2005;
Villena et al., 2011). Heterogeneous processes occurring on
aerosol surfaces have been proved to be the important HONO
sources (Li et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2014; Huang et al., 2017). In
addition, the aerosol surface area density and chemical nature
are two dominant factors to control the conversion efficiency

from NO2 to HONO (Cui et al., 2018). As described in previous
studies, daytime HONO typically peaks close to sunrise, and
gradually decreases across the course of the day (Cui et al.,
2018; Li et al., 2018). The HONO mixing ratio measured in Leshan also peaks in the early morning with an averaged maximum value 1.05 ppb.
NO + OH + M → HONO + M

(R4)

NO2 + HCred → HONO + HCox

(R5)

−
HNO3 /NO−
3 + hν → HONO/NO2 + O

(R6)

Multi-axis differential optical absorption spectroscopy
(MAX-DOAS) can collect scattered sunlight in different elevation angles. It can also provide vertical gradient distributions of tropospheric aerosol and trace gases with the
help of forward radiative transfer model (Bobrowski et al.,
2003; Wagner et al., 2004; Platt and Stutz, 2008). In early researches, ground-based MAX-DOAS has been widely used to
retrieve tropospheric aerosol and trace gases (Irie et al., 2008;
Li et al., 2013; Vlemmix et al., 2015; Xing et al., 2017). During the last decade, NO2 has been widely studied using MAXDOAS in many locations due to its strong UV and visible
absorbance and relatively high concentration in the atmosphere (Xing et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2011; Vlemmix et al., 2015;
Wagner et al., 2011), however, the studies on HONO mainly
use long path DOAS and wet chemistry method (e.g. LOPAP)
but rarely uses passive MAX-DOAS for observation due to its
lower concentration and weaker absorbance. Recently, several
campaigns around the world have begun to retrieve HONO using MAX-DOAS, such as in Melbourne, Australia (Ryan et al.,
2018); Madrid, Spain (Garcia-Nieto et al., 2018); Xingtai, China
(Wang et al., 2019) and Beijing, China (Hendrick et al., 2014).
The advantage of MAX-DOAS over wet chemistry method (e.g.
LOPAP) is that it can provide the vertical gradients of HONO.
However, there are also some drawbacks for MAX-DOAS, such
as the influence of detection limit, cloud and the errors introduced by a priori information during the retrieval process.
There are no reports of HONO observations using DOAS
method in Sichuan Basin, southwest China, although several campaigns have been operated in eastern China. Sichuan
Basin is one of the four most polluted areas in China (Jing-JinJi region, Yangtze River Delta, Pearl River Delta and Sichuan
Basin). Leshan is an important city of Sichuan Basin and located in the southwest of Chengdu (104.06o E, 30.67o N) about
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Fig. 1 – Map of (a) Leshan in Sichuan Basin and (b) the campaign site. (c) shows the MAX-DOAS instrument used during this
campaign.

169 km. The location information of Leshan have been shown
in Fig. 1. In this area, the seasonal average NO2 and PM2.5
reached up to 749.33 × 1013 molecules/cm2 and 132.39 μg/m3
during wintertime, respectively (Cai et al., 2018). In addition, the mean annual relative humidity (RH) is about 79%
(Feng et al., 2016), and it is beneficial to the conversion of NO2
to HONO during haze episode (Cui et al., 2018). In this paper,
it will be the first time to use MAX-DOAS to study the spatiotemporal distribution and the sources of HONO in the Sichuan
Basin.

1.

Measurements and methodology

1.1.

MAX-DOAS instrument setup

One MAX-DOAS instrument was operated in Leshan (103.82o E,
29.39o N). The azimuth angle was set to 181o and the installation height is about 4.0 meters above the ground surface. Results of this instrument presented in this work are from 02 to
21 December 2018. The MAX-DOAS instrument is mainly composed of 3 parts: spectrometer unit (two AvaSpec-ULS2048L
spectrometers, UV: 296–408 nm, visible: 420–565 nm) with 0.45
nm spectral resolution and temperature stabilized at 20o (accuracy < 0.05o ), a telescope unit controlled by a stepping motor, and a controlling computer unit. The collected scattered
sunlight is redirected by a prism reflector in the telescope unit
and fibers to two spectrometers. Moreover, a charge-coupled
device camera (Sony ILX511 with 2048 pixels) is equipped
to the spectrometer. For our instrument, the elevation angle
accuracy and the field of view (FOV) are less than 0.1o and
0.3o , respectively. In Leshan campaign, the elevation angle sequence was set to 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 15, 30 and 90o and it takes
about 11 min. In addition, only the spectra collected under the
condition of solar zenith angle (SZA) being less than 75o were
used given the influence of stratospheric absorption.

1.2.

Spectral analysis

The collected spectra were analysed through QDOAS spectral
fitting software, which is developed by BIRA-IASB (http://uv–
vis aeronomie.be/software/QDOAS/, last access: 06 August
2019). Dark current (exposure time = 10000 ms and scan number = 6) and offset spectra (exposure time = 6 ms and scan
number = 10,000) were measured to correct the measurement spectra before DOAS analysis. In each measurement sequence, the zenith measurements were selected as Frauenhofer reference spectrum, and they were subtracted by other
off-zenith spectrums to calculated differential slant column
densities (DSCDs). Retrieval settings of O4 and NO2 were referred to the recommended settings of CINDI intercomparison campaign (Roscoe et al., 2010; Kreher et al., 2019). HONO
retrievals settings was referred to Wang et al., (2017) and (2019)
and the MAD-CAT campaign (http://joseba.mpch-mainz.mpg.
de/mad_analysis.htm). The detail of retrieval settings of oxygen dimer (O4 ), NO2 and HONO are listed in Table 1. Solar corrected I0 was used (Aliwell et al., 2002). A typical DOAS fitting
process of measured spectrum at elevation angle of 1° and SZA
of 51.49o on 16 December 2018 has been shown in Fig. 2. A time
series of retrieved HONO DSCDs in different elevation angles
on 17 Dec. are shown in Fig. S1. Given the failure in fitting results caused by cloud effects and object occlusion, a threshold
of root mean square (rms) 5.0 × 10−3 was selected. Afterwards,
99.19%, 99.37%, and 94.79% DSCDs of O4 , NO2 , and HONO remained, respectively.

1.3.

Aerosol, NO2 and HONO profiles retrieval

Aerosol, NO2 and HONO vertical profiles were retrieved using
Heidelberg Profile algorithm (HEIPRO) (Frieß et al., 2006; Frieß
et al., 2011), which was based on Optimal Estimation Method
(OEM) (Rodgers, 2000) and developed by IUP Heidelberg. Radiative transfer model SCIATRAN was used as forward model.
Due to the strong impact of aerosol vertical distribution on
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Table 1 – Detailed retrieval settings of O4 , NO2 and HONO.
Parameter

Wavelength range
NO2
NO2
O3
O3
O4
HCHO
H2 O
BrO
HONO
Ring
Polynomial degree
Intensity offset

Data source

298K, I0 -corrected, Vandaele et al. (1998)
220K, I0 -corrected, Vandaele et al. (1998)
223K, I0 -corrected, Serdyuchenko et al. (2014)
243K, I0 -corrected, Serdyuchenko et al. (2014)
293K, Thalman and Volkamer (2013)
298K, Meller and Moortgat (2000)
HITEMP (Rothman et al. 2010)
223K, Fleischmann et al. (2004)
296K, Stutz et al. (2000)
Calculated with QDOAS

Fitting intervals (nm)
O4
NO2

HONO

338–370






×

×

Order 5
Constant

335–373










Order 5
Constant

338–370






×

×

Order 5
Constant

centrations 0.3 km−1 , 0.5 ppb and 0.5 ppb, respectively. The
uncertainties of aerosol, NO2 and HONO vertical profiles were
all set to 100%, and a correlation length of 0.5 km was chosen. In addition, considering the median uncertainties using
fixed SSA and asymmetry parameters are 1% and 6% of the retrieved aerosols (Irie et al., 2008), a fixed asymmetry of 0.65, a
fixed single scattering albedo of 0.85 and a fixed ground albedo
of 0.05 were chosen for aerosol vertical profile retrieval. The retrieved results were filtered out under the condition with degree of freedom of signal smaller than 1.0 and the relative errors of profiles larger than 50%. Afterwards, 96.90%, 97.30% and
89.80% vertical profiles of aerosol, NO2 and HONO remained,
respectively.

1.4.

Fig. 2 – Typical DOAS fitting results for (a) O4 and (b) NO2 in
the 338–370 nm fitting window, with (c) HONO in the
335–373 nm fitting window. Spectrum with elevation angle
of 1o and SZA of 51.49o were selected on 16 December 2018.

atmospheric scattered photon path, aerosol vertical profiles
were retrieved firstly and then added as input into forward
model to retrieve NO2 and HONO vertical profiles.
In this study, all of the retrieval of aerosol, NO2 and HONO
vertical profiles were set to 30 layers from 0 to 4.0 km, with
a vertical resolution of 0.1 km from 0 to 2.0 km and a vertical resolution of 0.2 km from 2.0 to 4.0 km. A priori profiles of
aerosol, NO2 and HONO all selected as exponential decreasing shape with a scale height of 1 km, and the surface con-

Ancillary data

Meteorological data (relative humidity, local surface wind
speed and wind direction with a temporal resolution of 1 min)
were measured by a HOBO RX3000 meteorological recorder
installed at the campaign site. Surface O3 concentrations
were collected from Leshan monitoring station (29.563o N,
103.757o E, located in ˜10 km north of our campaign site), which
is one of the national environmental monitoring network stations (http://beijingair.sinaapp.com/, last access: 06 August
2019). In addition, the wind field information at 0.6 km above
the ground surface and planetary boundary layer (PBL) during the observation were simulated using WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting) model. The simulation area covers
about 600 × 600 km2 (101o –108o E, 27o –32o N) with a horizontal
resolution of 20 × 20 km2 and a time resolution of one hour.

2.

Results and discussion

2.1.

Overview of aerosol, NO2 and HONO

2.1.1.

Diurnal variations of surface aerosol, NO2 and HONO

The time series of ground surface aerosol, NO2 and HONO during the whole observation period are shown in Fig. 3. Characteristic concentration ranges were found to be 0.26 to 4.58
km−1 and averaged at 0.93 km−1 for aerosol, 0.49 to 35.2 ppb
and averaged at 4.57 ppb for NO2 , and 0.03 to 7.38 ppb and
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Fig. 3 – The first column shows the time series of ground surface concentration of (a) aerosol, (c) NO2 , (e) HONO and (g)
HONO/NO2 . The second column shows the hourly averaged diurnal cycles of (b) aerosol, (d) NO2 , (f) HONO and (h) HONO/NO2 .

averaged at 1.05 ppb for HONO. For comparison, the wintertime HONO concentrations in other cities all over the world
are shown in Table S1. The values for HONO observed in Leshan lie within the range of observed concentrations of HONO
in these cities, but higher than the averaged concentrations in
above most cities.
As shown in Fig. 3, the hourly averaged diurnal cycle of
aerosol extinction is characteristic. It peaks in the early morning and after 16:00, and it is lower than 0.6 km−1 between
10:00 and 15:00. It could be attributed to the high relative humidity in the morning and the variation of boundary layer
height during daytime (Fig. S2). NO2 peaked in the early morning around 08:00 with an averaged concentration of 11.01 ppb,
then sharply decreased and stayed at a low level due to the rise
of boundary layer until the evening traffic period around 16:00
increasing to an averaged concentration of 10.21 ppb. During
daylight hours, HONO peaks around sunrise with a high average concentration of 4.82 ppb. That is because HONO started
to accumulate with the stabilization of boundary layer and attenuation of solar radiation after sunset and reached the maximum values in the early morning. The decrease of HONO after sunrise until sunset could be attributed to the rapid photolysis. The same daytime variation trend of HONO are also
found in London, UK (Lee et al., 2016), Beijing (Wang et al., 2017)
and Shanghai (Wang et al., 2013).
The HONO/NO2 ratio ranged from 0.0097 to 0.5212 and
averaged at 0.1401 during the entire measurement period
(Fig. 3g). In previous study, HONO/NO2 could be used to categorise emission sources of HONO, with HONO/NO2 < 0.01
indicating HONO mainly sources from direct emission (Qin
and Mitchell, 2009; Elshorbany et al., 2009; Wojtal et al., 2011;
Hendrick et al., 2014). HONO/NO2 ratios in our research are

greater than 0.01, which indicates the contribution of direct emission is just a part of the source of HONO during
the observation period. The value of this ratio in Leshan is
larger than that in Beijing (Wang et al., 2017) and Shanghai (Cui et al., 2018). Moreover, we found that HONO/NO2 increased at noontime for several days. It might be attributed
to the photo-enhanced redox reaction of NO2 on particle surface (Shen and Zhang, 2013), and the photolysis of particulate
nitrate (Zhou et al., 2002, 2003, 2011).
In addition, we analyzed the spatial distribution source
of aerosol, NO2 and HONO based on the MAX-DOAS measurement and the co-located meteorological observations. As
shown in Fig. 4, the bottom layers extracted from the retrieved
aerosol, NO2 and HONO profiles are plotted as a function of
wind speed and wind direction in polar bivariate plots. In general, low wind speed corresponds to local source of pollutants
and high wind speed helps long-distance transmission of pollutants (Ryan et al., 2018). In Leshan, low wind speed characteristics was observed and north is the dominate wind direction. Aerosol extinction, concentrations of NO2 and HONO typically show spatially correlated pollution maxima at low wind
speed mainly from the northerly direction and the city center
is located in the north of the observation site. It indicates that
they are all strongly localised near the ground surface, especially for aerosol, because high aerosol extinction coefficients
are always correlated with low wind speed.

2.1.2.

Vertical distributions of aerosol, NO2 and HONO

In order to remove the effects of cloud, we calculated the
Colour Index (CI), which is a ratio of solar spectral intensities at 330 nm to that at 390 nm (Wagner et al., 2016). Diurnal
CI thresholds for each time in this campaign were obtained
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Fig. 4 – (a) Polar bivariate plot for surface aerosol extinction as a function of wind speed and direction. (b) same as (a) but for
surface NO2 concentration, (c) same as (a) but for surface HONO concentration, (d) same as (a) but for HONO/NO2 .

through fitting a fifth-order threshold polynomial to CI data
which is a function of time. When CI was less than 10% of
above threshold, the data was filtered out (Ryan et al., 2018).
Filter out the data affected by the cloud, 84% of the data remained.
Compared with other in situ measurement methods, the
MAX-DOAS method could provide the vertical profiles of different pollution components. But the retrieved sensitivities at
different heights show obvious differences. As shown in Fig.
S3, a sunny and cloud-free day (17 Dec. 2018) being selected,
we could find the greatest sensitivities for aerosol extinction,
NO2 and HONO are under ˜ 1 km, ˜ 0.8 km and ˜ 0.5 km from the
averaging kernels, respectively. Moreover, the degree of freedom (DOF) of HONO (1.94) is obviously less than aerosol extinction (3.11) and NO2 (3.07), attributing to the much greater
absorption strength of NO2 than HONO. In previous study by
Ryan et al. (2018), the combined error for aerosol caused by
the uncertainty of a priori shape and parameters chosen in
forward model was found to be 17% under 0.5 km, while just
between 3% and 4% for trace gases. This indicates that the retrieval of NO2 and HONO during this campaign is credible. The
averaged combined smoothing and noise errors of aerosol extinction, NO2 and HONO under 0.5 km in this campaign are
7.17%, 9.32% and 13.01%, respectively.
Hourly averaged aerosol, NO2 and HONO vertical profiles
during all the observation period are shown in Fig. 5. Time series of vertical profiles are shown in Fig. S4 and Fig. S5. Aerosol
extinction usually peaked temporally in the early morning until 10:00 and late afternoon from 16:00. The fog weather condition always appeared before 10:00 in Leshan, that means
water vapor contribute much to extinction coefficients. The

planetary boundary layer (PBL) subsequently rose after sunrise with the increase of air temperature (Fig. S2). Aerosol was
gradually mixed and spread throughout the PBL from 10:00. As
the PBL decreases, the extinction pollutants begin to sink and
accumulate after 16:00. The high concentration of NO2 always
appeared above 0.5 km between 10:00 and 15:00, and its time
variation is related to the transmission and evolution of daily
PBL (Fig. S2). As shown in Fig. S6, the dominant wind direction at 0.6 km above the ground surface is north during the
measurement period, which provides favorable conditions for
the transport of NO2 from the city centre. Unlike the distribution of NO2 and aerosols, HONO is mainly distributed near
the ground surface due to the HONO retrievals being most
sensitive to the lowest layer. This means that HONO sources
are mainly ground based. The identical vertical gradient of
HONO was also found in previous studies (Young et al., 2012;
Hendrick et al., 2014; Neuman et al., 2016; Garcia Nieto et al.,
2018).

2.2.

OH production from HONO photolysis

Daytime HONO levels could contribute to the tropospheric oxidation capacity (Su et al., 2008; Hendrick et al., 2014; Ryan et
al., 2018; Liu at al., 2019). In order to evaluate this capacity, especially compared to the contribution of O3 photolysis to OH,
OH production rates from HONO photolysis have been analysed. The OH production rates from HONO (P(OH )HONO ) and
from O3 (P(OH )O3 ) in 0–100 m layer have been calculated using
Eq. (1) and Eq. (2).
P(OH )HONO = J(HONO )×[HONO]

(1)
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Fig. 5 – Hourly averaged vertical profiles of (a) aerosol, (b) NO2 and (c) HONO.

P(OH )O = 2 × f × J(O(1 D)) × [O3 ]
3

J(O(1 D ) )

(2)

Where J(HONO ) and
are the photolysis rates of HONO
and O1 D, respectively. f is the fraction of O1 D reacting with
water vapour to generate OH.
However, we did not measure the photolysis rates of
HONO and O3 directly at Leshan during our measurement
period. The Tropospheric Ultraviolet-Visible Model (TUV)
(http://www.acd.ucar.edu/TUV, last access: 06 August 2019)
was used to calculate the photolysis rates of HONO and O3
in this research (Madronich and Flocke, 1998). The input parameters are as follows: the total ozone column was obtained
from zenith DOAS measurements from the MAX-DOAS instrument; the aerosol optical depth (AOD) at 360.8 nm was
retrieved based on MAX-DOAS; the single scattering albedo
(SSA) was calculated referring to Xing et al., (2019) based
on MAX-DOAS measured multi-wavelength O4 absorptions;
the averaged Ångström exponent (Alpha) in wintertime were
fixed to 1.1±0.16 (Tao et al., 2014). Water vapour concentration
was retrieved using MAX-DOAS, and the O3 concentration was
measured using in situ instrument (retrieval settings were described in Appendix of the supplement).
In view of the most probably accurate of TUV model in
clean and cloud-free days, the data measured on 16 and 17
Dec. were mainly chosen for analysis. The maximum values
of calculated photolysis rates of HONO and O3 (J(HONO ) and
J(O(1 D ) )) at surface on 16 and 17 Dec. all appeared at 12:00–
13:00. J(HONO )max and J(O(1 D ) )max at surface on 16 Dec. are
8.90 × 10−4 and 1.14 × 10−5 s−1 , and 8.86 × 10−4 and 1.20 × 10−5
s−1 on 17 Dec., respectively. Surface J(HONO ) variation trend
and values in wintertime are consistent with that measured
in Beijing-Tianjin-Hebei region and Pearl River Delta region
(Li et al., 2012; Hendrick et al 2014). J(HONO ) increases with
height. The diurnal cycles profiles of OH production from
HONO on 16 and 17 Dec. are depicted in Fig. 6ab. The higher
values of P(OH )HONO mainly distributed in 0–0.1 km on 16
Dec., with a maximum value of 0.926 ppb/hr at about 11:00.
In comparison, the higher values of P(OH )HONO mainly distributed in 0 – 0.2 km on 17 Dec., with maximum values of
0.613 and 0.442 ppb/h in 0–0.1 km and 0.1–0.2 km at about
11:00, respectively. The trend of diurnal cycles is similar to that

measured in Beijing and Xianghe, and the averaged value of
OH production from HONO during all the observation period
(shown in Fig. S7) in Leshan (˜0.63 ppb/hr) is similar to that
in Xianghe (˜0.67 ppb/hr) but lower than that in Beijing (˜1.21
ppb/hr) (Hendrick et al., 2014). The deviation of the maximum
value in different studies on the timeline is due to the different time zones in these cities.
As shown in Fig. 6c, d, HONO is the main contributor to
OH production in the morning during wintertime, with relative HONO contributions larger than 93% before 12:00. The ratio between OH production from HONO and from (HONO + O3 )
is much larger than that in Beijing (˜90%) in winter.

2.3.

Possible daytime HONO sources

2.3.1.

Primary source

NO/NOx could be used as an evidence to judge the direct combustion emissions of HONO. The direct emission should be
deduced when analysing the secondary formation of HONO.
NO and NO2 concentrations are measured at Leshan monitoring site (LSM) near the measurement site in our study, and
the corresponding averaged diurnal varying NO/NO2 ratio was
calculated from the measured NO and NO2 . The concentration of local NO at the campaign site could be estimated as
NOlocal = NO2local × (NO/NO2 )LSM . In order to remove the effect
of the direct emission, the derived HONO/NOx ratios could
be obtained referring to Liu et al. (2019). It varies from 0.17%
to 2.24% with a mean value of 0.81% ± 0.39%. The emission
contribution of HONO (HONOemis ) could be calculated using
Eq. (3).
HONOemis = NOx × 0.0081

(3)

HONOcorr = HONO − HONOemis

(4)

Combustion emission contributes about 26% of the total
measured HONO concentrations at winter daytime. We could
calculate the corrected HONO (HONOcorr ) by deducting the influence of primary emission by Eq. (4). It is helpful to study
HONO secondary formation in the atmosphere.
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Fig. 6 – (a) and (b) shows the photolysis rates of HONO and O3 on 16 and 17 December. Diurnal variation of the OH produced
from HONO (OHHONO ) and O3 (OHO3 ) in the bottom of 0–100 m at Leshan on 16 and 17 Dec. were shown on (c) and (d). Data
used are hourly averaged. As shown in (e) and (f), the relative contribution of HONO to the production of OH (OHHONO /OHtotal )
is calculated as OHHONO /( OHHONO + OHO3 ).

Fig. 7 – Scatter plots of (a) HONO ground concentration vs. NO2 ground concentration coloured by relative humidity. (b) HONO
ground concentration vs. NO2 ground concentration coloured by coloured by CI.

2.3.2.

Secondary source

Besides primary emission, heterogeneous conversion from
NO2 to HONO on wet surface is also a major formation pathway of HONO (Wong et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2019). Mixing ratios of HONOcorr and NO2 are clearly correlated (R = 0.61) in
the bottom retrieval layer (0–0.1 km) as shown in Fig. 7. RH
is always greater than 50% when the HONOcorr concentration

is greater than 0.5 ppb, and it is almost greater than 70% especially when the HONOcorr concentration is greater than 1.0
ppb, (see Fig. S8). Moreover, regression analysis showed that
HONO and RH have relatively clear correlation (R = 0.41), further indicating that high relative humidity contributes to the
conversion from NO2 to HONO. To further study the heterogeneous formation of HONO on aerosol, a correlation analy-
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Fig. 8 – Scatter plots of (a) HONOcorr ground concentration vs. aerosol extinction coefficient coloured by relative humidity. (b)
HONOcorr /NO2 vs. aerosol extinction coefficient coloured by relative humidity.

sis between HONOcorr and aerosol extinction coefficients was
provided as shown in Fig. 8a. HONOcorr mixing ratios and
aerosol extinction coefficients show better correlation (R = 0.7)
than that between HONOcorr and NO2 mixing ratios. We find
that the high concentration of HONO occurs under the condition of RH > 50% and aerosol extinction coefficient > 0.5. Given
the influence of the change of PBL on the diffusion and convergence processes of aerosol and trace gases can also lead to a
consistent variation trend of HONOcorr and aerosol extinction,
we also analyzed the correlation between aerosol extinction
coefficients and HONOcorr /NO2 (Fig. 8b). A positive correlation
between aerosol extinction coefficients and HONOcorr /NO2
(slope = 0.08, R = 0.19) was found during the observation period. This indicates the heterogeneous reaction on aerosol wet
surface from NO2 to generate HONO contributes to above positive correlations. In previous researches, there are also some
evidences to prove the law of HONO formation on wet aerosol
(Li et al., 2012; Nie et al., 2015; Hou et al., 2016; Cui et al., 2018;
Liu et al., 2019). Moreover, George et al., (2005) found that the
photo-enhanced uptake and conversion of NO2 on aerosols is
also one of the daytime HONO sources. In Fig. 7b, we found
that the high concentration of HONO often occurs under the
condition of CI > 0.6.
Previous studies have shown that there are other mechanisms to generate daytime HONO in addition to NO2 -HONO
conversion mechanisms. Nighttime deposition of HONO and
its following daytime re-emission could contribute to the elevation of daytime HONO concentration (VandenBoer et al.,
2014, 2015). Moreover, HONO could be released from the soil
due to the presence of nitrite-producing microbes, especially
from the fertilized soil with low PH (Su et al., 2011). Organic
surface photochemistry being active on soil and other surfaces containing humic acid is also an important HONO daytime source (Stemmler et al., 2006). From above analysis, we
could conclude that more NO2 being converted to HONO under the conditions with high aerosol extinction coefficient and
high relative humidity is also a dominant factor for the sec-

ondary production of HONO, in addition to the sink of NO2 at
night.

3.

Summary and conclusions

In this paper, aerosol, NO2 and HONO vertical distributions retrieved from ground-based MAX-DOAS were analyzed in Leshan, southwest China, from 02 to 21 December, 2018. The
surface concentration of aerosol extinction coefficient, NO2
and HONO are 0.26 to 4.58 km−1 and averaged at 0.93 km−1 ,
0.49 to 35.2 ppb and averaged at 4.57 ppb and 0.03 to 7.38
ppb and averaged at 1.05 ppb during the measurement period, respectively. Aerosol extinction usually peaked temporally in the early morning until 10:00 and late afternoon from
16:30, and its vertical diurnal variation was obviously influenced by PBL. HONO is mainly distributed near the ground surface. Moreover, low wind speed characteristics was observed
(mainly less than 2 m/s) at the measurement site, and that
indicates aerosol and HONO are mainly localised. However,
there is always an obvious high concentration area from 0.6
to 1.0 km for NO2 during the measurement period. Simultaneously, the simulated WRF wind field at 0.6 km depicted that
NO2 is mainly transmitted from the north (the city center direction).
Nitrogen oxides such as HONO and NO2 are important for
the production of hydroxyl radical (OH) and oxidative capacity in the troposphere. In order to calculate the photolysis of
HONO, TUV model was used with almost all of the input parameters calculated based on MAX-DOAS. The averaged value
(˜0.63 ppb/hr) of OH production from HONO in the 0–0.1 km
are usually found between 10:00 and 11:00, the maximum
ratio (> 93%) between OH production from HONO and from
(HONO+O3 ) also occur before 12:00 during the observation period. Moreover, the source of HONO from combustion emission is found to be ˜26% by analysing HONO/NOx in Leshan. The obvious correlation on NO2 vs. HONOcorr (R = 0.61)
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and aerosol vs. HONOcorr (R = 0.70) and high concentration of
HONO (> 0.5 ppb) mainly happening under RH > 50% depicted
that more NO2 is being converted to HONO under the conditions with high aerosol extinction coefficient and high relative
humidity being also being dominant factors for the secondary
produce of HONO. In addition, the soil water content in Leshan is 15% - 27%, and soil emission might be another source
of HONO according to previous research conclusions (above
10%).
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